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The problem of extracting dipole couplings from a system of N spins I = 1/2 and one spin S by NMR 
techniques is analyzed. The resolution attainable using a variety of single quantum methods is reviewed. The 
theory of heteronuclear multiple quantum (HMQ) NMR is developed, with particular emphasis being placed 
on the superior resolution available in HMQ spectra. Several novel pulse sequences are introduced, including 
a two-step method for the excitation of HMQ coherence. Experiments on partially oriented [1 - Be] benzene 
demonstrate the excitation of the necessary HMQ coherence and illustrate the calculation of relative line 
intensities. Spectra of high order HMQ coherence under several different effective Hamiltonians achievable by 
multiple pulse sequences are discussed. A new effective Hamiltonian, scalar heteronuclear recoupled 
interactions by mUltiple pulse (SHRIMP), achieved by the simultaneous irradiation of both spin species with 
the same multiple pulse sequence, is introduced. Experiments are described which allow heteronuclear 
couplings to be correlated with an S -spin spreading parameter in spectra free of inhomogeneous broadening. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Dilute heteronuclear systems 

The measurement of direct dipolar coupling constants 
between nuclear spins in solids and in liquid crystal 
phases has proven to be an uniquely sensitive probe of 
molecular shape and ordering in these anisotropic 
phases. In liquid crystals, 1 where diffusion effectively 
averages away the couplings between molecules, the 
spin system is intramolecular. For a typical organic 
molecule this system consists of a number of protons 
(N~ 10) and perhaps a nitrogen nucleus or a 13C nu
cleus randomly distributed at natural abundance of 1% 
among the carbon sites. This same sort of intramolecu
lar spin system might be created in other anisotropic 
phases by dilution of a protonated species into a deu
terated host, by isolation of molecules in a low temper
ature matrix, or by adsorption on a surface. 

B. Physical picture of single quantum and multiple 
quantum methods 

Accurate determination of heteronuclear dipolar cou
plings by NMR is dependent upon the ability to obtain 
spectra which are well resolved and highly sensitive to 
these particular spin interactions. Previous attempts 
to achieve these goals have focused on the use of multi
ple pulse sequences to decouple homonuclear dipolar 
couplings between abundant spins. Figure 1(a) is a 
schematic illustration of the resulting situation. The 
proton spins independently experience the local field of 
the 13C nucleus and vice versa. Couplings between pro
tons are assumed to be effectively absent, thus simpli
fying analysis considerably. 

Even with this idealized removal of homonuclear in
teractions, the spectrum of the S spin consists of 2N 
transition frequencies, corresponding to the different 
ways of arranging the proton spins up or down, only one 
of which is depicted in the figure. Furthermore, the 
sign of the heteronuclear couplings is absent from the 
single quantum local field spectrum of either spin spe
cies. 

These difficulties are overcome by the use of hetero
nuclear multiple quantum (HMQ) NMR. The proton 
spins are excited as a coherent group, as suggested by 
Fig. 1 (b), where one of the N possible groupings of 
N -1 protons is depicted. This grouping leads to an 
ordered field interaction between the protons and the 
heteronuclear spin in which sums of the local fields are 
measured, thereby providing information on relative 
signs. The relatively few distinct ways in which a large 
number of the abundant spins can be grouped restricts 
the number of transitions and increases resolution. 
This work demonstrates and discusses a number of ex
perimental approaches to the excitation of HMQ co
herence and its use as a high resolution time domain 
probe for heteronuclear couplings. Particular atten
tion is given to comparison of the resolution and infor
mation content of these and alternative single quantum 
methods. 

C. Hamiltonian description 

Nuclear magnetic resonance of a spin system of N 
spins I and one spin S can in principle yield dipolar cou
plings and the corresponding geometric information in 
a much Simpler and more reliable manner than that of 
the homonuclear spin system alone. There are several 
recognized reasons why the apparent complication of in
troducing a heteronuclear spin can in fact be Simplifying. 
These are best discussed in the doubly rotating frame, 
the interaction representation which removes the time 
dependence of rf irradiation at the Larmor frequencies 
of both spin species. The spin Hamiltonian is 

(1 ) 

The first two terms are the Zeeman interactions of the 
spins with the magnetic field, which in this interaction 
frame consist of the offsets of individual nucleus reso
nance frequencies from the spectrometer references 

N 

JC;=-L:lJ,lzj-[lJ(r)+/llJr)Iz, (2a) 
j.1 

(2b) 
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the single quantum ran
dom local field and multiple quantum ordered local field for a 
system of one 13c and N protons. (a) In the single quantum ex
periment the protons are assumed to be uncoupled from one an
other. A total of 2N different proton configurations are pos
sible, one of which is shown. The 13C heteronucleus may ex
perience any of these different proton local fields. (b) In the 
heteronuclear multiple quantum experiments the protons are 
excited as a coherent group. One of the six possible groups of 
five protons is illustrated. This fewer number of ordered 
local fields enhances spectral resolution by reducing the num
ber of possible transition frequencies. These frequencies mea
sure sums and differences of individual heteronuclear couplings, 
thus providing information on relative signs to which the single 
quantum spectra are insensitive. 

Equation (2) embodies the conventions that L:I VI = 0 and 
f v(r) dr = O. It is assumed that any fields which vary 
with position r in the sample are constant over molecu
lar dimensions. The third term in Eq. (1) is the dipolar 
interaction among the I spins 

:iCf1 = - L DIJ(3Iz IIzJ - II' I J ) , 
1< J 

while the fourth describes the much smaller indirect 
interactions among these spins 

le:1 = - L JIJ II' I J • 
I <J 

(3) 

(4) 

The fifth term accounts for both the direct and indirect 
heteronuclear couplings 

:!CIS = - L 2FIsIzISz , , (5 ) 

where F is =i(Jls + 2Dls ). A quadrupole term is included 
for the case S? 1. This has the form 

(6) 

The I spins will always be assumed to be spin 1/2 nu
clei. 

The indirect scalar couplings between spins A and B 
(JAB) are usually approximated by their liquid state val-

ues and the Zeeman parameters are often not readily 
interpreted in terms of molecular geometry. It is the 
dipolar constants between spins A and B (DAB) which 
are the principal unknowns of interest. These dipolar 
coupling constants are purely geometric quantities 

DAB = - e~:rB )<P2(COS 8AB)jr~B> • (7) 

D. Advantages of heteronuclear systems for determination 
of molecular geometry 

The first possible advantage of the heteronuclear 
system over the purely homonuclear case is that the 
number of heteronuclear couplings is N, in contrast to 
the N(N -1)/2 homonuclear couplings. While this repre
sents less information, it also means that if a spectrum 
determined only by heteronuclear unknowns can be ob
tained, then spectral simulation is greatly simplified. 
If the S spin can take a variety of positions in the mole
cule, as with 13C, then the information is abundant in any 
case. 

Secondly, investigation of leiS with lefl removed by 
multiple pulse techniques improves the validity of the 
approximation of neglecting intermolecular spin interac
tions in solids. This is because the large gyromagnetic 
ratio of typical I spins eH, 19F ) and their position on the 
outside of molecules lead to significant intermolecular 
terms in lefl at dilutions where such terms in lei S are 
negligible. 

Thirdly, the individual terms in the heteronuclear 
coupling Hamiltonian commute with one another and 
thus the spectrum of leIS alone is particularly sim
ple. 2 The number of transitions is smaller and the 
relationships between transition frequencies and cou
plings are simpler than for a sum of noncommuting 
terms such as appears for the homonuclear case or the 
full Hamiltonian of Eq. (1). 

Finally, the heteronuclear spin (e. g., 13C, 15N, 31 p , 
2H, 14N) will often have a large chemical shift range or 
quadrupolar splitting, which can serve as a spreading 
parameter. This allows an association to be made, 
for example by two-dimensional spectroscopy, between 
the observed dipolar splittings and the spreading param
eter which is aSSignable to a speCific site. 

E. Outline 

These realizations were the motivation for the tech
nique of 13C local field spectroscopy. 2-10 In Sec. II, the 
resolution of this and other single quantum methods is 
reviewed. The techniques of S spin single quantum lo
cal field spectroscopy, as well as the less familiar I 
spin analog, are considered with particular attention 
given to their resolution limitations. 

Section III summarizes previous work on HMQ NMR 
and develops theoretically its advantages for the deter
mination of the heteronuclear dipolar couplings in aniso
tropic systems. 

Section IV experimentally demonstrates certain as
pects of the method including a novel two-step method of 
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excitation of the HMQ coherence. The high quantum 
spectra of partially enriched [1 _ 13C] benzene serve as 
examples. 

In Sec. V, the concept of scalar heteronuclear re
coupled interactions by multiple pulse (SHRIMP) is in
troduced and the proposed use of this new coherent 
averaging technique during the HMQ evolution period is 
outlined. 

Section VI discusses how the HMQ spectra arising 
from different molecular species may be separated 
from one another by introducing the S spin chemical 
shift or quadrupole coupling into the evolution period. 
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FIG. 2. Graph of loglo (number of spectral lines) vs number of 
I spins (N) for the I spin single quantum spectrum (0), the S 
spin single quantum spectrum (0), and the (n1=N_1, nS=O) 
HMQ spectrum (Ll.). (a) Jeu"'O, the case in which homonuclear 
dipolar couplings are not removed or scalar spin-spin cou
plings are not negligible. The number of single quantum tran
sitions in either the I or S spectrum increases by about a fac
tor of 4 for each additional I spin. In contrast, the number of 
(N -1) quantum lines varies only linearly with N. (b) In the 
absence of any homonuclear couplings (Jell = 0), the single quan
tum proton and (n1=N_l, nS=O) spectra contain the same num
ber of lines (2N). The line density of the single quantum S 
spectrum still grows exponentially, doubling for each additional 
I spin. Although this limit of Jell= 0 is approached when :lCY1 
is removed in local field spectra, the scalar terms Jef1 prevent 
its precise realization. 

II. SPECTRAL RESOLUTION OF THE SINGLE 
QUANTUM METHODS 

A. The number of transitions 

A convenient a priori estimate of achievable spectral 
resolution is obtained by enumerating the transitions 
allowed with a certain technique. Ideally, this number 
is sufficiently small that individual transitions can be 
resolved. Roughly, this requires that 

(8) 

where Z is the number of allowed transitions, M~/2 is 
the square root of the second moment of the spectrum, 
and T2 is the relaxation time determining the width of 
individual transitions. For many anisotropic systems 
this irreversible relaxation sets an upper limit of 
Z = 102_103• 

The increase in spectral complexity which comes 
with an increase in the number of proton spins is illus
trated graphically in Fig. 2(a). Here the logarithm of 
the number of spectral lines as a function of the number 
of protons (N) is plotted for the normal single quantum 
13C and single quantum IH spectra for molecules contain
ing one 13C nucleus and N protons. The number of spec -
tral lines grows exponentially with increasing number 
of protons, quickly resulting in spectra with far too 
many lines to allow extraction of useful coupling infor
mation. As an illustration of this, Fig. 3(a) shows a 
simulation of the single quantum 13C spectrum of 
[1 - 13C] benzene partially oriented in a liquid crystal 
solvent . 

B. S spin local field spectroscopy 

In the last few years, several groups have addressed 
the problem of extracting heteronuclear dipolar cou
pling constants in solids3-

1 and in liquid crystals8 with 
the technique of 13C local field spectrosoopy. Recently 
this technique has been applied to powder samples ro
tating at the magic angle. 9,10 Recognizing that couplings 
among protons were responsible for much of the 13C 
spectral complexity, they employed proton multiple 
pulse sequences l1

-
13 or magic angle irradiation14 to 

eliminate proton homonuclear dipolar couplings. In 
addition, they sorted out spectra due to inequivalent 
13C'S by collecting proton decoupled carbon spectra in 
a second time dimension. Double Fourier transforma
tion then yielded 13C spectra recorded in the absence 
of proton-proton dipole couplings and separated out by 
their 13C chemical shifts. 

Figure 3(b) is a simulation of an ideal single quan
tum 13C local field spectrum of partially oriented 
[1 _ 13C] benzene. Even in this simple system the ten
dency of the transitions to cluster into unresolvable 
multiplets is apparent. Within the two well-resolved 
groups of lines, the line density is similar to the un
perturbed 13C spectrum of Fig. 3(a). The number of 
transitions depends exponentially on the number of 
coupled protons, whether or not the protons are cou
pled to one another (Fig. 2). As a result, often only 
the largest proton-carbon coupling is resolved. The 
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FIG. 3. Simulations of 13C single quantum spectra of [1_ 13C 1 
benzene partially oriented in liquid crystal solvent. The pa
rameters used are those of Ref. 17, with all couplings ex
pressed in Hz: D12 = - 403.854, D 13= -77.498, D14 = - 50.257, 
D 1S =-1119.617, Dzs =-153.006, D 3S =-39.280, D4S =-26.489; 
J 12 =7.549, J 13 =1.378, J 14 =0.650, J 1s =157.914, J 2s =I.052, 
J 35 = 7.653, J 4S = -1. 257. (a) Stick simulation of normal spec
trum with 3C1I fully operative. The presence of homonuclear 
dipolar couplings makes extraction of heteronuclear coupling 
constants difficult. This difficulty increases rapidly with 
larger systems. (b) Stick simulation of local field spectrum 
with 3CrI= O. The multiple pulse scale factor is 1/3. Although 
the total number of transitions has been greatly reduced rela
tive to part (a), the density of lines within each of the two well
resolved groups is comparable. As a consequence only the 
largest of the 13C_H couplings is typically resolvable with at
tainable linewidths. The smaller heteronuclear couplings and 
proton-proton indirect couplings appear as a line broadening 
which decreases the measurement accuracy. 

smaller couplings appear only as a line broadening, 
which is difficult to analyze quantitatively. The inter
pretation is further confounded by the insensitivity of· 
the spectrum to the sign of the couplings. 

C. I spin local field spectroscopy 

An alternate version of the single quantum local field 
experiment is to observe the effects of JeIS on the abun
dant I spin spectrum with JefI again eliminated by a mul
tiple pulse sequence. Studies of this type have been 
made on protons in powder solid state samples. 15,16 
Here we consider the resolution potential of such spec
tra when orientational inhomogeneity broadening is ab
sent, as in single crystals or liquid crystals. 

In the limit that JeII = 0 the lH local field spectrum con
sists of just N pairs of lines. This dependence of the 
number of lines on N is indicated in the lowest curve of 
Fig. 2(b). Each pair is the spectrum of a single proton, 

and the splittings 2K1 F,s 1 give the parameters of Jers 
directly once the multiple pulse scale factor K is estab
lished. The resolution advantage over the 13C local 
field spectrum is considerable since the same informa
tion which was present in 2N lines is now present in 
only 2N lines. 

Although, in the limit that Jell = 0, these experiments 
would provide information on Jers with a minimum num
ber of transitions, they can provide no information on 
the sign of the F, s parameters. Furthermore, this 
limit is never actually reached since the indirect terms 
Je;r are not removed by multiple pulse sequences. This 
is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) which shows the simulated 
Single quantum proton spectrum of oriented [1 _13C] ben
zene in the absence of homonuclear dipolar couplings. 
(The spectrum with all couplings present has been pre
viously reported. 17) Although the largest indirect pro
ton-proton coupling is less than 10 Hz, the spectrum 
consists of multiplets of densely packed transitions, 
each multiplet spanning a width of several times this 
value. Figure 4(b) illustrates the spectrum of this same 
molecule in the hypothetical absence of any lH_1H cou
plings. Comparison of these two spectra indicates that 
the indirect proton couplings set a limit on the accuracy 
with which F, s can be measured by single quantum local 
field spectroscopy. Nevertheless, comparison of Fig. 
4(a) and Fig. 3(b) does demonstrate the potential resolu
tion advantage of I spin single quantum local field spectra 

a 

b 

II \ \ 

20 60 100 140 f \ 660 700 

Hz 

FIG. 4. Simulation of lH single quantum spectra of partially 
oriented [1 - 13C 1 benzene. Parameters are again those of Ref. 
17. (a) Local field spectrum with :lCfI=O, multiple pulse scale 
factor = 1/..(3. The information content relative to the corre
sponding lJc local field experiment [Fig. 3(b) 1 is considerably 
improved. The two largest F iS are given by the position of the 
two rightmost multiplets. Still, the indirect IH_IH couplings, 
which are responsible for the dense packing of spectral lines, 
limit the accuracy with which F iS may be determined. This 
can be seen by comparison with (b) the hypothetical spectrum 
in the absence of all homonuclear couplings (Xli = 0). Note that 
the two smallest F iS given by the two leftmost lines of (b) are 
only crudely measured by the position of the corresponding 
multiplet in (a). 
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over the S spin version with respect to measuring the 
magnitude of small heteronuclear couplings. 

III. HETERONUCLEAR MULTIPLE QUANTUM NMR 

A. Background 

The principal focus of HMQ NMR experiments to date 
has been the observation of dilute S spin transitions with 
the greater sensitivity afforded by the abundance and 
larger gyromagnetic ratio of the 1 spins. In solids the 
multiple quantum transitions of the S= 1 spins of deu
terium18,19 and 14N20,21 and the S = 3/2 spin of 23Na22 have 
been observed with the aid of cross polarization to pro
tons. In these solid state samples the spin system is 
of macroscopic dimension and the coherence transfer 
is treated with the spin temperature formalism. 

In liquids, l,p spin 1/2 systems have been used to dem
onstrate such fundamental multiple quantum phenomena 
as the relaxation of forbidden and degenerate coher
ences, 23-25 heteronuclear coherence transfer echoes26 

and the indirect detection of dilute spin chemical shifts 
independent of 'Ys. 21 Recently, the 14N double quantum 
spectrum of ammonium ion in aqueous solution has been 
detected using only UN magnetization28 and only lH mag
netization. 29 

In liquid crystals, the deuterium double quantum trans
ition of the 12S system of partially oriented CH2DCN 
has been detected through the proton transverse mag
netization using a pulsed coherence transfer, as well 
as other preparation and detection schemes. 30 

B. Formalism 

The Hamiltonian describing the heteronuclear cou
plings was given in Eq. (5) and contains no flip-flop 
terms, since these do not conserve Zeeman energy. 
Consequently the total Zeeman quantum numbers for 
each species separately are good quantum numbers for 
the free evolution of the system. It is therefore useful 
to characterize elements of the density operator de
scribing the system by the quantities nl and nS defined 
such that 

p(r)=L L PnI,nS(r) , 
nI nS 

[Iz , PnI,nS] = nI Pnr,ns , 

[Sz,PnI,nS]=nsPnI,n S • 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

The quantities nI and n S are differences in Zeeman quan
tum numbers between the states described by p. Thus 
n~j=m~ - m~ and nfJ=mf -m~ for particular states 
Ii) and Ii). The defining commutation relations of Eqs. 
(10) and (11) insure that each set of indices (nl, nS) rep
resents a separate spectrum which may be isolated 
through its characteristic modulation properties under 
phase shifts of the irradiation frequencies31- 33 or by 
its dephasing and rephasing properties under field 
gradients. 26,29,34,35 A generalized diagram of the HMQ 
experiment is given in Fig. 5. HMQ coherences are 
prepared by the propagator U and evolve under the ac
tion of the effective Hamiltonian Je1 during the time 
period fl. The propagator V mixes these coherences 

I 

u 
s 
FIG. 5. Generalized schematic diagram of time domain 
heteronuclear multiple quantum NMR experiments. Combined 
coherences of the I-S system, which are prepared through the 
action of propagator U, evolve for a time tj under the Hamil
tonian Jej • Propagator V then mixes these coherences back into 
observable magnetization which is collected as signal during t2• 

Fourier transformation with respect to tj yields various spectra 
containing lines at the characteristic frequencies of the I-S 
system. 

into observable single quantum operators which are 
sampled during time period t2• The preparation and mix
ing periods are collectively referred to as excitation 
periods. 

While the initial magnetization and the detected mag
netization can be that of either the 1 or S spins, the sig
nal-to-noise advantage27,30,29 of using only the magneti
zation of the spin with greater gyromagnetic ratio is con
siderable. In most cases of interest, the 1 spins are 
protons and only their magnetization need be considered. 
As discussed in Sec. VI, this is not inconsistent with 
making use of the S spin spreading parameters. 

For S = 1/2, a convenient operator basis for describ
ing the dynamics of the combined I-S coherence is the,} 
simple products, one factor for each spin, of the single 
spin operators 

S.=la)(fll S_=lflHal SO=la)(al 

Sii = Ifl) ( fl I . (12) 

An analogous definition holds for the individual 1 spin 
operators: I." L" 10, and 10, where the nuclear index 
runs from 1 to N. Any product of one such operator for 
each spin may be classified with respect to the quantum 
number nl by adding up the subscripts of the 1 spin 
factors. The quantum number nS is the subscript of 
the S- spin factor. The usefulness of this operator ba
sis is that each of its members is an eigenoperator for 
evolution under JeIS and that it provides a compact de
scription for the relevant part of the prepared density 
operator for several of the experiments discussed. 

C. The higher order HMQ spectra 

The HMQ spectra characterized by rI = N, N - 1 and 
nS = 0, ± 1 are of particular interest since they have 
the fewest transitions compatible with full determination 
of the heteronuclear couplings F,s. Each of these spec
tra will be discussed for S = 1/2 with regard to the num
ber of transitions and to the transition frequencies in the 
limit that Jell = O. The transition frequencies are approx
imate, since Jefr is neglected. The important point is that 
that the number of transitions does not drastically in
crease when Je~1 is admitted, unlike the situation for 
single quantum local field spectroscopy of the 1 spins. 
Thus numerical inclusion of JCfr, the parameters of which 
may be closely approximated by the liquid state values, 
does not seriously affect the resolution and perturbs the 
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frequencies only slightly from the analytical forms given 
below. 

The experimental removal of Jet by multiple pulse se
quences results in a scaling of the ter ms Je; and Jel S 
by a common factor K. 11-13 Because the discussion is 
simplified when nl is a good quantum number, it will 
be assumed in this section that the effective Hamiltonian 
Je l during the evolution period is 

Jel==Je}~+Je:I==-KL2FISIzISZ- L Jul l ' I,. (13) 
I 1<' 

This effective heteronuclear coupling is obtained, for 
example, by the HW-8 cycle l1

•
13 where K == 1/3. Such a 

pulse sequence may be augmented by simultaneous 7T 

pulses to both the 1 and S spins in between cycles in 
order to remove the Zeeman terms, and hence the mag
net inhomogeneity, from the evolution period. Other 
pulse sequences resulting in the :reI of Eq. (13) are 
possible. 36 

1. nl = N, nS = 1 

Consider first the evolution during fl of the total 
spin coherence of the combined I-S system. This co
herence is characterized by quantum numbers nl ==N, 
n S = 1 and the eigenoperator is S.ilII ... which commutes 
with JeIS ' In fact, this coherence also commutes with the 
homonuclear spin-spin couplings so that its evolution 
under the full Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) is determined 
only by the sum of the Zeeman terms. 

2. nl =N, nS =0 

The simplest case which can yield dipolar coupling 
information is that of the two eigenoperators with nl == N, 
n S == O. These are S~ ill 1+1 and their commutators with 
:iC~~ are given by 

(14) 

Since the nl == N, n S == 0 operators commute with the 
1-1 couplings they are the correct eigenoperators 
whether or not Jell has been removed. This commuta
tor shows that the spectrum nl ==N, n S = 0 consists of a 
pair of lines with splitting 2KI2:I Flsl if a multiple pulse 
sequence is used and 212: 1 Fisl if only a single 7T pulse 
to both the 1 and S spins at ft/2 is applied. A compari
son of these two spectra provides an experimental mea
surement of K which is free of inhomogeneous broaden
ing. 

3. nl = N - 1, nS = 1 

The 2N operators characterized by nI ==N -1, nS == 1 
are eigenoperators under :iC~~ and their eigenvalues are 
determined by the commutators 

[3CW,S+IO, IV.J]==~KF,/S+IOf Ill.,) . (15) 
'#1 ~ m 

This corresponds to a spectrum of N pairs of lines, 
each pair giving the magnitude of one of the heteronu
clear couplings F is' No information regarding the 
relative signs of these couplings is supplied. These 

transitions yield the same information as S single quan
tum local field experiments (Sec. II B), but the informa
tion is now present in 2N lines instead of 2N lines. In 
contrast to the 1 single quantum local field experiments 
(Sec. II C) the presence of homonuclear 1-1 couplings 
does not increase the number of lines in the nl =N -1, 
n S = 1 spectrum. Experiments done without removal 
of homonuclear dipole couplings (or those in which 
dipole couplings are removed, but indirect spin-spin 
couplings are not negligible) do not suffer a loss in 
resolution as do the corresponding single quantum local 
field experiments. 

4. nl =N-1, nS =0 

Finally we consider the case where ni == N - 1, n S 

== O. There are 4N eigenoperators of :iC}~ having eigen
values determined by the commutators 

[JeW,S~1 II I.JJ =±K(LF) (S~I II 1) , (16) 
m J#I 'l \: J~I f) 

where the sign on the right is defined with respect to 
the superscript of the S-spin operator. Each e igenval
ue is twofold degenerate. The resulting spectrum con
sists of N pairs of lines, with splittings proportional 
to the sum of all but one of the I-S couplings. The one 
coupling absent is different for each of the N pairs, so 
there are N linearly independent equations whose solu
tions give the N F is couplings, including relative signs. 
When Jerr *" 0, the degeneracy is lifted and 2N pairs of 
lines are possible. 

This analysis could be extended to lower quantum 
spectra with equally simple expressions for the eigen
values. The spectra in the limit Jell == 0 will always 
consist of pairs of lines whose splittings are propor
tional to sums and differences of the heteronuclear cou
pling constants. Not surprisingly, the number of lines 
rapidly increases as nl decreases and resolution conse
quently decreases. The heteronuclear Hamiltonian JeIS 
is, however, fully determined by the spectra discussed 
above. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Pulse sequences and spectra 

The experiments were performed on [1 _ISC] benzene 
enriched to 90% and dissolved at 40 mol% in the nematic 
liquid crystal p -octylphenyl 2 -chloro-4 -(p -heptylben
zoyloxy) benzoate (Eastman 15320). The temperature 
was regulated at 26. 0 ± O. 1°C. The homebuilt spectrom
eter' described elsewhere, 37 operates at 180 MHz pro
ton Larmor frequency. Proton Signal was detected 
throughout with sampling of the transverse magnetiza
tion at time t2 == 0 only. 

Figure 6 illustrates the portions of the [1 _13 C] ben
zene energy level diagram relevant to these experi
ments. A simple pulse sequence for obtaining spectra 
characterized by I nIl !S N, n S == 0 is illustrated in 
Fig. 7(a). The pulse sequence of Fig. 7(b) employs, in 
addition, a pulsed magnetic field gradient in the mixing 
period to suppress Signal from all but a single n1 val
ue. 34 This reduces the computer memory storage 
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mS = -1/2 mS=+1/2 

-3 

-2 

+2 

+3 

FIG. 6. [1 _ 13C I benzene energy level diagram. Energy levels 
are sorted by total proton Zeeman quantum number (m I ) and by 
13C Zeeman quantum number (m s). This is useful in that both 
m i and m S are good quantum numbers for free evolution of the 
spin system. Subspectra characterized by specific values of 
ni == t:J. m i and n S == t:J. m S may be separately excited or may be 
sorted out either by their characteristic modulation properties 
under phase shifts of the rf irradiation or by their dephasing 
and rephasing properties under field gradients. Subspectra 
with n S = 0 correspond to vertical transitions while those with 
Il S = ± 1 connect a state in the left hand column with one on the 
right. 

requirements for the experiment. Experimental spec
tra obtained for nI = 5 and d = 6 using this sequence are 
shown in Fig. 8(a). The ni = 6 spectrum shows a doublet 
whose splitting measures 2 L.F. S independent of 1-1 cou
plings. The central peak in this spectrum is the total 
spin transition from the unlabeled mOlecules. The nI 

= 5 spectrum consists of one pair of lines due to un
labeled molecules and three pairs from [1_13C] ben
zene molecules. The energy level diagram (Fig. 6) sug
gests that there should be eight pairs of nI = 5, nS = 0 
lines. An intensity calculation (Sec. IV C) shows the 
unobserved transitions to have low intensity for the ex
citation sequence used. The theoretical stick spectrum, 
with line intensities adjusted for observed differences 
in experimental linewidths, is shown in Fig. 8(b). 

Figure 7(c) illustrates a simple pulse sequence for 
obtaining spectra characterized by I nI I ~ N, nS = ± 1, 
while the sequence in Fig. 7(d) incorporates a pulsed 
field gradient to select a particular proton order. As 
will be discussed in Sec. IV D, one generally expects 
to excite both nS = ± 1 and nS = 0 lines with these se
quences. The spectrum obtained for nI = 5, n S = 0, ± 1 
is shown in Fig. 9, with line positions and aSSignments 
for this spectrum tabulated in Table I. 

B. Excitation period decoupling 

A significant feature of the pulse sequences of Fig. 7 
is the use of 13C decoupling during the excitation (pre
paration and mixing) periods. This has a number of ad
vantages. By removing one spin from the excitation dy
namics, the size of the Liouville space available to the 
density operator is reduced. Table II demonstrates one 

consequence of this reduction. The sum of the line in
tensities within each order ni has been calculated for 
[1 _13 C ] benzene with and without 13 C decoupling. The 
tabulated numbers are integrals over the excitation vari
able T. 38 The 13C decoupling on average increases the 
nI = 6 and ni = 5 intensities by factors of 3.1 and 1. 1, 

(a) 

."./2 ."./2 7T ."./2 
I 

~ ~ 'I ~ 'I ~ T 2" 2" T t2 

7T 
S 

~ Decouple Decouple 

(b) 
."./2 7T ."./2 7T ."./2 

I ~f~f~ 'I ~ 'I ~ 2" 2" t2 

7T 
S 

~ Decouple Decouple 

(c) 

."./2 ."./2 7T ."./2 
I 

~ ~ 'I ~ 'I ~ T "2 "2 T t2 

."./2 7T ."./2 
S I Decouple hs~ ~ ~ 'lsi Decouple 

(d) 

."./2 7T ."./2 7T ."./2 
I 

~~~i~ 'I ~ 'I ~ "2 2" t2 

71'/2 7T ."./2 
S 

hs~ ~ ~TISI Decouple Decouple 

FIG. 7. Simple HMQ NMR pulse sequences. (a) This pulse se
quence results in excitation of coherences characterized by 
nS=O and all values of I nIl ""N. 13c decoupling during prepa
ration and mixing serves to remove XIS from the excitation dy
namics. This simplifies the search for favorable values of the 
preparation time T and may serve to increase the intensity of 
the highest multiple quantum orders. In addition, in molecules 
having inequivalent 13C sites, the decoupling insures that all 
species will be equally excited (see Sec. IVB). (b) The applica
tion of a pulsed magnetic field gradient (cross-hatched areas) 
causes only coherence characterized by a single nI value to be 
echoed. The particular proton order which echoes is selected 
by choosing the times T and T' according to T' = I nIl T. (c) 
This pulse sequence results in excitation of coherences char
acterized by n S = 0, ± 1. Following excitation of the protons 
with XIS removed, 13C decoupling is turned off and XIS is 
allowed to act for a time T IS ~ I F is I -I. A 7f/2 pulse on the 
13C spins then changes the n S quantum number of the HMQ 
coherence from zero to ± 1. The mixing period reverses these 
steps, allowing detection of I magnetization in tz• (d) Again a 
pulsed gradient is added to suppress all signal except that cor
responding to a particular proton order n I

• 
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(a) 

(b) 

I I 
FIG. 8. (a) n l =5, nS=O, and n l =6, nS=O multiple quantum 
spectra of partially oriented [1_ 1:Jc 1 benzene enriched to 90% 
obtained using the pulse sequence of Fig. 7(b). The benzene 
was dissolved at 40 mol % in Eastman 15320 nematic liquid 
crystal. The sample used was approximately 5 mm in diameter 
and 7 mm long. Each spectrum is the average of 16 1024 point 
free induction decays acquired with a 2 s recycle delay. The 
mixing period 7' was less than I nIl T due to the slow rise time 
of the pulsed magnetic field gradient. For the nl = 6 spectrum, 
7=5.000 ms, T=1.000 ms, 7'=4.300 ms, and At1=100 liS. 
The nl = 6 spectrum shows a dOUblet whose splitting is 
21~iFlsl, independent of the lH_1H couplings. The central 
line in this spectrum is the total spin transition from non_13C_ 
containing molecules. The nl = 5 spectrum was acquired with 
7 = 6. 540 ms, T= 1. 380 ms, 7' =5.404 ms, and tl.tl = 100 II s. 
It consists of three pairs of lines from [1 - 1:Jc 1 benzene mole
cules and one pair from unlabeled molecules. (b) Theoretical 
stick simulations of nl = 5, n S = 0, and nl = 6, n S = 0 spectra. 
These spectra were obtained using the same spin-spin cou
plings as the simulation of Fig. 4(a) , with the dipole couplings 
being scaled to fit the experimentally observed splitting in the 
nl = 6 spectrum. This simple scaling is sufficient, because the 
ordering of the benzene molecules in the nematic liquid crystal 
is describable by a single order parameter. Relative line in
tensities (integrated areas) have been calculated as described 
in Sec. IVC. These were divided by the experimentally ob
served line widths to give the heights used in the stick simula
tion. 

respectively. This enhancement of the highest order 
coherence is particularly large for a molecule like 
[1 _13C] benzene, where the symmetry is, in effect, 
increased by 13C decoupling. 

The 13 C decoupling also Simplifies considerably the 
search for particularly favorable values of T. This is 
because the number of eigenfrequencies contributing to 
the excitation dynamics is reduced and, more impor
tantly, because the signal during the search procedure 
comes from unlabeled molecules as well as those con
taining a 13C nucleus. This would be particularly impor
tant with natural abundance samples and when there are 
many distinct 13C Sites, since the same excitation se-

TABLE I. Positions and assignments of lines in the nl = 5, 
n S = 0, ± 1 spectrum of partially oriented [1_ 1:Jc 1 benzene shown 
in Fig. 9. a 

Observed line Theoretical line 
pOSition (Hz) position (Hz) Assignment 

49 34 nS=O 

176 168 nS=± 1 
879 892 nS=O 

1133 1155 nS=± 1 
1651 1673 ns=Ob 
1739 1760 nS=± 1 
1788 1806 nS=± 1 
1886 1914 Unlabeled molecules 
2706 2733 nS=±l 

3566 3600 nS=O 

aAll of the lines in this spectrum occur in pairs. Accordingly, 
only lines at frequencies greater than 0 Hz are recorded in 
this table. 

bThis line is assigned as n S = 0 based on its frequency. Its in
tensity here is anomalously large, however, since it does not 
appear in Fig. 8. 

quence suits all isomers. A search procedure for exci
tation sequences is discussed elsewhere. 39 

C. Intensity calculation for the higher order nS = 0 
spectra 

The excitation period decoupling also simplifies the 
intensity calculation. Most importantly, in certain 
cases it allows the intensities of the transitions of the 
labeled molecules to be related to one another and to 
those of the unlabeled molecules, regardless of the de
tails of the excitation periods. Such intensity calcula
tions are an aid in line aSSignments. The principles 
are illustrated here by the calculation of the relative 
intensities of the nl = 5, n S = 0 transitions shown in Fig. 
8(b) and obtained with the pulse sequence of Fig. 7(b). 

2 kHz 

n
I = 5 

FIG. 9. nl = 5, n S = 0, ± 1 multiple quantum spectrum of par
tially oriented [1_ 13C1 benzene enriched to 90% obtained using 
the pulse sequence of Fig. 7(d). This spectrum was recorded 
with 7 = 6. 540 ms, T= 1. 380 ms, 7' = 5.404 ms, and Atl = 100 
II s. The spectrum displayed here is an average of magnitude 
spectra obtained for five different values of 7 IS: 100, 200, 
250, 300, and 350 II s. Fifteen 1024 point free induction decays 
were recorded for each value of 7 IS' Line positions and as
signments for this spectrum are tabulated in Table I. 
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TABLE II. Number of coherences and total magnitude aver
aged over T per multiple quantum order for [1_ 13C1 benzene 
with and without 13C decoupling during preparation and mixing. 

Number of Total magnitude 

Multiple quantum 
coherences averaged over T 

order (nI) Coupled Decoupled Coupled Decoupled 

6 1 1 0.197 0.601 
5 8 2 0.804 0.905 
4 38 12 2.399 3.287 
3 120 34 5.946 6.005 
2 263 79 11.517 11.728 
1 416 116 17.252 17.090 
0 210 40 7.797 4.555 

There are only two nI = 5 coherences for the decoupled 
[1 _ 13C] benzene molecules or equivalently for the un
labeled molecule. These are known by symmetry to be 
associated with the operators 

x~=LIQ, II/+J=i ImI =3)(mI =-2, A 1(12C )I, (17a) 
I J~I 

xg=Llo, II/+J=ilmI =2, A t (
12C»(mI =_31 0 (17b) 

I J~I 

The notation in the outer products specifies the proton 
Zeeman quantum number, the irreducible representa
tion, and the applicable permutation group, which is 
labeled by 12C or 13C to indicate that the group is as
sumed to change to that of the unlabeled molecule when 
the 13C is decoupled. For the case of [1 _13 C] benzene 
the group is C2 and effectively reverts to Ds under de
coupling. The factor of 1/2 keeps the normalization 
consistent with the undecoupled operators and may also 
be written as (1/2 )(SO + So). 

At tl = 0, the Hamiltonian suddenly changes to Je1. 
For the experimental sequences of Fig. 7, 

(18) 

since Zeeman terms are effectively removed by the rr 
pulses at ttf2. The eigenoperators under the Hamil
tonian of Eq. (18) with nI = 5 and n S = 0 are 

x~"e3c)=s~lmI=3)(mI=-2, A 1(13C),a,±i, (19a) 

XL(13C)=S~lmI=2, A 1(13 C ), 13,±)(mI = -31. (19b) 

The eigenstates with index of a or 13 (running from 1 
to 4) must be calculated numerically by 4 x 4 diagonaliza
tions within the totally symmetric I m I I = 2, 1m S I = 1/2 
manifolds (Fig. 6). The plus sign refers to the m S = 1/2 
manifold and the minus sign to m S = -1/2. 

The relative intensity of the observed nI = 5, n S = 0 
lines can now be calculated in terms of the inner products 
of the decoupled eigenoperators. The ratio of the intensity 
of a transition of the 13C-containing molecules to the 
corresponding transi tion of the unlabeled molecules can 
be expressed in terms of the mole fraction X13 of labeled 
molecules and quantum mechanical traces as: 

(20) 

Since the I m I I = 3 eigenstates are the same with and 
without decoupling, the traces can be simplified to 

1~.,(13C)1 X13 ~ 
1/~(12C)1 (1 -X13) 2 

x j(mi = _ 2, A 1(13 C ), a, ± 1 mI = -2, A 1(12 C» 12. (21) 

By the completeness property, there is a sum rule 

t L 1~ . .e3C)1 - X13 (22) 
a=l, li~e2C)1 - (1 -X13) • 

This simply states that the total intensities from the 
labeled and unlabeled molecules are in proportion to 
their mol ratio. This would not be the case had JeIS 
played a role in the excitation dynamics. 

Analogous expressions hold for the transitions in
dexed by 13. The resulting intensities for the lines of 
Fig. 8(a) are shown as a stick spectrum in Fig. 8(b). 
The theoretical sum of the intensities in the five unob
served pairs is 8% of the total intensity. 

A similar, but simpler, analysis gives the relative 
intensities of the nI = 6, nS = 0 transitions also shown 
in Fig. 8. The sum of the satellites is again related to 
the central transition from the unlabeled molecules by 
their respective mol fractions." 

D. Two step excitation of nS = 1 coherence 

The density operator prepared from I magnetization 
with S decoupling contains only coherences with nS = O. 
In order to introduce n S = ± 1 terms, two additional re
quirements must be met. First, JeIS must be allowed 
to act for a period of time TIS;::: Fj1, and then an S 
pulse is applied in order to change the quantum number 
n S of the HMQ coherence from zero to ± 1. Prior to the 
action of JeIS ' this pulse would have no effect since the 
S spin factor in each coherence is proportional to the 
identity (SO + So)· 

When Jell is present along with JeIS during the period 
TIS, as in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), then the dynamics of the 
transfer of coherence to nS = ± 1 requires numerical cal
culation for a general value of nI

• A special case how
ever is the nI = N coherence. As noted in connection 
with Eq. (14), this eigenoperator evolves according to 
the sum L,IFI S regardless of Jell' ThUS, if at the time 
the decoupling is discontinued the nI = N coherence is 
given by 

PN,O(T)=i(SO + So) II 1+1 , (23) 
I 

then at time TIS later it is given by 

PN,O(T+ TIS)=MSO eXP(iOIs)+SoeXP(-iOIS)]U/+I, (24) 

where 0Is=2rrTISL,IFIS' For OIs=rr/2 this is 

PN,O (T+41~FIS\")=SZ If/+" (25) 

A rr/2 pulse at the S Larmor frequency converts this into 
nI =N, nS =± 1 coherence with complete efficiency. As 
noted in Sec. III B, this coherence is invariant to both 
Jell and JeIS and thus gives a central peak under the 
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Hamiltonian ofEq. (18). Equation (25) was confirmed 
by completely transferring the nr = 6, n S = 0 13C satel
lites of Fig. 8(a) into the central line when Trs was set 
equal to half the inverse of the satellite splitting. 

The same pulse sequences also result in n S = ± 1 
spectra for other values of nr (Fig. 9 and Table I). For 
these lines even a relative intensity calculation would 
require a numerical dynamical calculation. Thus the 
assignments of Table I were made on the basis of fre
quency alone. 

v. SCALAR HETERONUCLEAR RECOUPLED 
INTERACTIONS BY MULTIPLE PULSE (SHRIMP) 

A. Motivation 

In Sec. III, the spectrum of the higher order HMQ 
coherences was discussed for an effective evolution 
Hamiltonian [Eq. (13)] from which Jeij had been re
moved. A common feature of all published pulse 
sequences designed tm remove Jeij is that they result in 
a scaling of the heteronuclear interactions Jer S by a fac
tor K ~ 1/13. A similar scaling of the I spin chemical 
shift terms is a necessary corollary of removing Jefr. 
The scaling of Jers , however, is not necessary and for 
our purposes here such a scaling is undesirable, since 
it reduces the effective magnitude of the interactions 
being measured. 

In this section we introduce the concept of scalar 
heteronuclear recoupled interactions by multiple pulse 
(SHRIMP), which allows the measurement of JeIS with
out scaling, while still removing Jefl. Additional ad
vantages of the method are that it leads to HMQ spec
tra with properly phased lines having relative intens
ities which are independent of the excitation dynamics 
and easily calculated. 

B. The SHRIMP sequence 

The trick to removing JefI without scaling down JeIS is 
simply to give the same pulses to the S spin as to the 1 
spins. This keeps the two sets of angular momentum 
components always parallel in the toggling frame. If 
we also require that the Zeeman terms Je; and Je~ van
ish, then the desired average Hamiltonian for the 
SHRIMP sequences is 

JeI.S+Je;I=-L2FISII· s- LJjJII· IJ • (26) 
1 1 <J 

The first term is the average Hamiltonian resulting from 
Jers• The notation Jer• S indicates that the interaction has 
taken on the operator form of scalar coupling in spin 
space. This amounts to a recoupling of the 1 and S nu
clei so that flip~flbp terms normally suppressed by the 
large differences in Larmor frequencies are reintro
duced. 

A particular pulse sequence which leads to the aver
age Hamiltonian of Eq. (26) is that described in the ABC 
notation40 as 

(ABC)(CBA)(ABC)(CBA)(ABC)(CBA)(ABC)(CBA) • (27) 

The letters indicate the toggling frame value of U;}(Iz 
+ Sz )Urr and specify a sequence in which the same pat
tern of rf pulses is given to both the 1 and S spins. The 
sequence consists only of rr/2 pulses and is compen
sated to give no contribution fromJefI to the average 
Hamiltonian even for finite pulse length. Since it is 
symmetric, .JeW correction terms also vanish. 11 

C. Evolution under SHRIMP 

The average Hamiltonian of Eq. (26) has fundamental
ly different properties than either the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) or the previous multiple pulse 
Hamiltonian of Eq. (13). The Zeeman quantum num
bers of the individual spin species are not conserved. 
However, it is true that 

(28) 

This implies that the sum of the Zeeman quantum num
bers is conserved and, in addition, that the Hamiltonian 
is isotropic in spin space. The prinCipal consequence 
for HMQ experiments is that the sum (d + nS

) is con
served, though not the individual quantities. 

An interesting consequence of Eq. (28), which will not 
be pursued here, is that the SHRIMP sequence could 
serve as a cross polarization scheme. It transfers any 
component of 1 magnetization to the corresponding 
component of S in much the same way that Hartmann
Hahn cross polarization4t transfers the spin locked 
component. 

D. HMQ spectroscopy under SHRIMP 

In this section, we discuss the consequence of using 
Eq. (26) as the evolution period Hamiltonian Jet of Fig. 
5. Figure 10 shows the energy level diagram relevant 
to the high order HMQ spectroscopy of [1 _13 C] ben
zene under the SHRIMP Hamiltonian of Eq. (26). Un
like the situation depicted in Fig. 6, subspectral analy
sis is not applicable. The total spin transition charac
terized by (nI + n S

) = 7 is still independent of all cou
plings between spins. 

The transitions characterized by (nI + n S
) = 6 belong 

to the A irreducible representation, since they involve 
the totally symmetric states with m I + m S = 7/2. There 
are apparently five pairs of such tranSitions, but in fact 
one pair has no splitting and constitutes a degenerate cen
tral line. This is not peculiar to this molecule, but is 
in fact a general feature which follows from the commu
tator of Eq. (28). To see thiS, consider the operator 
formed from the total spin coherence operator by the ac
tion of the lowering derivation superoperator [(L +S_), J42: 

~L + S_), S+ :r;:r 1+1] 

= soIl 1+1 +s+L(IOJII) • (29) 
11m I) 

This is evidently an (nI +ns)=N operator. Its commuta
tor with the Hamiltonian of Eq. (26) is however zero, 
as is most easily seen by noting that both terms on the 
left of Eq. (29) do so commute. This argument can be 
extended by induction to prove that there is a center line 
for every order (nI + n S ). 
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FIG. 10. [1 _ 13C 1 benzene energy level diagram relevant to 
SHRIMP spectroscopy, During evolution under the SHRIMP 
pulse sequence the individual spin quantum numbers m l and 
m S

, and hence the differences nl and n S , are not good quantum 
numbers of the system. The sums (ml+ms) and (nl+nS) are 
however conserved quantities. Consideration of this diagram 
is useful in predicting the number of pairs of lines expected in 
the SHRIMP spectrum. As proven in the text, one pair of lines 
of every order (n l +ns) has no splitting and appears at the cen
ter of the spectrum. 

In general then, there are as many pairs of (nl + nS
) 

=N transitions containing information on JeI • S +Jefr as 
there are distinct I spins. This number is N for an un
symmetrical molecule and four for [1 _13C ] benzene. 
This is also the number of unknown parameters F«s. 
The question then arises of how the corresponding co
herence can be excited. For the same reasons as dis
cussed in Sec. IVB, it is desirable to use S spin de
coupling during preparation and mixing periods. Thus 
it is reasonable to consider as an initial condition at it 
= 0 the ns = 0 operators prepared with decoupling. 

The simplest initial condition is the operator with nl 

=N: 

p(tt=O)=XN=~rrI+« . (30) 
« 

During the evolution period this will evolve into other 
operators with (n l +ns)=N so that at time tt additional 
terms of order (nl =N -1, n S = 1) will be present. How
ever these need not lead to I magnetization in t2, since 
decoupling will tend to destroy any n S = 1 coherence 
and order specific selectivity 44 in the mixing period will 
discriminate against nl t-N coherence. With these con
siderations it is possible to write the SHRIMP interfero
gram with initial condition nl = N as the autocorrelation 
function Tr[XN\O)XN(tt)]. The fact that the signal can be 
written as a single autocorrelation function guarantees 
that the lines will all appear with the same phase. The 
intensities are found to be, in analogy to Eq. (21): 

IIN.~(13C)1 Xt3 1.1< I S (N-1) 
lIi ezc)I =(1-XI3) 2 m +m =±--2-' 

(13) 1 I N AI C, Q! m = ± "2 ' (31 ) 

A sum rule identical to Eq. (22) holds. Here Q! labels 
as many distinct pairs as there are distinct I spins, plus 
one. The ± sign distinguishes members of a pair, but 
they have identical intensities. As noted, one pair falls 
at the center and is thus degenerate with the signal from 
the unlabeled molecules. The other pairs, in principle, 
are sufficient to determine the unknowns F«s. 

VI. SPREADING PARAMETERS IN HMQ 
SPECTROSCOPY WITH I SPIN DETECTION 

A. Motivation and introduction 

The discussion so far has been for a single system 
of N spins I and one spin S. In some situations, most 
notably that in which S represents 13C at natural abun
dance, the sample consists of a collection of such sys
tems. In such a case it is important to be able to dis
tinguish the transitions arising from each system. An 
effective way of doing this is to introduce a period in 
which the dynamics are determined by the chemical shift 
or quadrupole coupling of the S spin. These serve as 
spreading parameters which separate the spectra of the 
various systems and facilitate their assignment to par
ticular molecular species. 

Because of the reduced signal-to-noise ratio asso
ciated with direct observation of the S spin, it is advan
tageous to introduce the evolution due to Je~ or Je~ into 
the evolution period. This can be done by following the 
evolution of an n S = ± 1 HMQ operator, but detecting I 
spin magnetization in t2• Such an indirect measurement 
of Je~ has been demonstrated in the liquid state spectrum 
of 13 CH3I. 27 

In the evolution sequences discussed in the previous 
sections for which n S = ± 1 HMQ coherence was consid
ered, the emphasis was on the dipolar evolution and the 
Zeeman term1C~ was intentionally suppressed in the 
interest of removing the effect of magnet inhomogeneity. 
In this section we indicate how the previous sequences 
may be augmented to achieve separation of the spectra 
ariSing from different species according to Je~ or Je~. 
This can be done with a sequence which remains immune 
to inhomogeneity of Zeeman terms and, in addition, 
suppresses the signal from species which do not con
tain an S spin. 

Experiments which begin by preparing the total spin 
coherence (nl =N) of the I spin system are of particular 
interest. As discussed in Sec. IV D, this term can be 
quantitatively converted into (nl = N, n S = ± 1) coherence 
and also (Sec. V) serves as the initial condition for 
SHRIMP evolution. Figures Uta) and U(b) depict pulse 
sequences designed to measure the quantity i:« F«s for 
each S spin and to correlate it with the chemical shift 
lJ S or quadrupole coupling lJQ of that spin. These serve 
as prelude to the sequence of Fig. U(c) in which both 
i:« F« sand lJ s are uSed to identify the HMQ transitions 
of the species containing that S spin. 

A common feature of all of these sequences is that 
the evolution period is divided into two parts 

(32) 
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FIG. 11. Pulse sequences for the correlation of heteronuclear 
coupling constants with a spreading parameter. (a) This pulse 
sequence allows correlation of L; F; S with the chemical shift JI s 
of the IJc nucleus involved. The propagators U and V intercon
vert observable I magnetization with the coherence (n! = N, 
n S = 0). The system evolves freely during the time periods 
labeled t l ./2. During t lb a field gradient may be applied. With 
x= (Nyl +/'S)/2Ny1the combined effect of the rr/2 13C pulses and 
the off-center IH rr pulse is to create a coherence transfer echo 
which removes inhomogeneous broadening from the spectrum 
and, with large gradients, suppresses signal from non-IJc
containing molecules. The resulting spectrum is a triplet 
from each different 13C site. The splitting within each triplet 
is proportional to LjFiS , its center is proportional to the 
chemical shift of the 13C Jls. (b) The actual pulse sequence used 
for correlation of L;FiS with )Is in a sample of partially 
oriented [1 _IJc 1 benzene enriched to 90%. A pulsed magnetic 
field gradient (cross-hatched area) discriminates against all 
coherence not prepared as nI =N. No field gradient was ap
plied during tlb' A series of four experiments were performed, 
the phase <P of the first 13C rr/2 pulse being incremented by 90" 
with each successive experiment. Addition of signal from 
these four experiments with weights exp(i</» yields the expected 
triplet of lines from coherence which spent time xt1b as n I = N, 
nS = -1, and time (l-X)tlb as nI = -N, nS = -1. (c) This pulse 
sequence allows separation of SHRIMP spectra by the chemical 
shift of the IJc involved. Again, the initial condition of inter
est is n I = N, n S = O. During t l • a SHRIMP sequence (not drawn) 
is applied. As in (a), the combination of hard pulses and a 
field gradient during t lb creates a coherence transfer echo. 
The time period TIS is fixed, being chosen to be on the order 
of I L; F is I -I. The result of this sequence is a scaled SHRIMP 
spectrum for each 13C nucleus whose center is shifted propor
tional to the chemical shift of that carbon. 

In a given experiment the ratio tla1ta is held fixed as 
tl increases. The particular ratio used is chosen 
so as to allow resolution of all frequencies appearing 
in the Fourier transformation with respect to t1• 

B. Correlation of L; F;s with Vs or Vo 

Each of the sequences of Fig. 11 begins with the pre
paration of (n I =N, n S = 0) coherence under the prepara
tion propagator U. In the first experiment [Fig. l1(a)] 
this evolves according to Ll F, S [Eq. (14)] for time tl.!2, 
is converted to (nI = N, n S = ± 1) coherence for a time 
t1b, and then back to n S = 0 for a second period t1.!2 be
fore mixing to observable J magnetization. 

The J spin 'IT pulse during t1b refocuses that coherence 
which spends time xtlb with quantum numbers {nI = N, 
n S =-l)andtime (l-x)ta with (n1 =-N, nS =_l). The 
fraction x, given by 

(33) 

is chosen to remove the effects the inhomogeneous Zee
man terms involving v(r) (Eq. 2) only for this coherence. 
Other coherence, including all that arising from sys
tems unlabeled by an S spin, may be suppressed by in
tentionally increaSing the range of v(r) with a pulsed 
field gradient during lib' As demonstrated below, fur
ther suppression of unwanted coherence may be achieved 
by shifting the relative phase of the S spin pulses in 
successive shots. 31-33 

For S = 1/2, the spectrum resulting from Fourier 
transformation with respect to II is a triplet centered at 

t/1b [( - liS - AV s ) + (y shl)AII1 ] • (34) 

The splitting between the outer lines of this triplet is 

t/la I ~F 1 S I . (35) 

This allows association of 2:1 F j s for a particular S spin 
with that spin's chemical shift liS' 

This was demonstrated on the same sample of en
riched [1 _ 13C] benzene using the pulse sequence of Fig. 
11 (b). T and 7' were chosen so that only nl = 6 coherence 
is echoed. Four different experiments were performed, 
the phase of the first S-spin 'IT/2 pulse being incre
mented by 90° with each successive experiment. Data 
from these four experiments were combined so that only 
the triplet of lines belonging to nS = - 1 coherence was 
retained. The effect of the S-spin chemical shift was 
Simulated by changing the 13C synthesizer frequency. Fig
ure 12(a) shows the positions of the triplet lines as a 
function of 13C frequency offset, with the proton fre
quency set on resonance. As expected, these lines 
move in unison as the frequency is varied, the change 
in line position with changing offset frequency being de
termined by the ratio t1//tl = 0.49 through Eq. (34). 
Figure 12(b) shows similar results of experiments in 
which the 13C frequency is set on resonance and the pro
ton offset frequency varied. Again Eq. (34) is con
firmed. Finally, the effect of changing the ratio t l .!ll 
[Eq. (35)] is illustrated in Fig. 12(c). The results 
of these experiments demonstrate that by an appropri-
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FIG. 12. Line positions as a function of ~vl3c' ~VIH' and (tla/tl) in nI = 6, n S = -1 spectra of partially oriented [1_ 13C J benzene. 
The pulse sequence is that of Fig. ll(b). As discussed in the text, the spectrum obtained in each experiment is a triplet of lines; 
the line position of each of these three lines is graphed. AllspectrawereacquiredwithT=4.304ms, T=1.025ms, andT'=4.266ms. 
(a) ~VI3C dependence: Line positions as a function of 13C frequency offset with IH frequency set on resonance. Experiments were 
run with tla = 100 M s, t lb = 96 MS. The slope of the least-squares fit to the position of each spectral line is 0.4BB; the theoretical 
value is (~tlb/ ~tl) = 0.490 [Eq. (34) J. (b) ~VIH dependence: Line positions as a function of IH frequency offset with 13C frequency 
set on resonance. Experiments were run with ~tla = 100 M s, ~tlb = 96 MS. The slope of the least-squares fit to the position of 
each spectral line is 0.120; the theoretical value is (y slY I)(~tIJ ~tl) = 0.122 [Eq. (34) 1. (c) (tla/t l ) dependence: Line positions as 
a function of the ratio (tla/t l) with both 13C and IH frequencies set on resonance. ~ t la and ~tlb [= (~tl - ~ tla) 1 were varied from one 
experiment to the next to achieve the desired ratio. The center line, which contains no dipolar information, remains stationary 
as a function of the fraction (tlait l ); the splitting between the outer lines of the triplet varies linearly with this parameter [Eq. 
(35) 1. 

ate choice of the ratio fljf h separated triplets could be 
obtained, and L:I F1s correlated with 1/s, even for several 
inequivalent S spins, without detecting S magnetization. 

C. Sorting of HMQ spectra by spreading parameter 

The correlation of L:I FI S with 1/s is useful in choosing 
the parameter /IS in the sequence of Fig. l1(c). This 
sequence begins with evolution of rI = N coherence un
der, for example, the SHRIMP Hamiltonian of Eq. (26) 
for a time f la• After a rr/2 S pulse, evolution for time 
fib, as in the sequence of Fig. l1(a) shifts the SHRIMP 
spectrum for each spin a distance proportional to 1/ S. 

As fl is incremented the time TIS is held fixed. In the 
Fourier transform with respect to flo a given set of 
SHRIMP lines, corresponding to the heteronuclear cou
plings to a particular S spin, varies as sin(8Is ) as de
scribed by Eq. (24). A pulsed field gradient during fib 

and/ or phase shifting of S -spin pulses can again be 
used to suppress unwanted coherence. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

The measurement of nuclear dipolar couplings in 
molecules containing a rare and an abundant spin spe
cies has been re -examined and several new approaches 
demonstrated. The exponential increase in spectral 
complexity with system size is a problem which was 
unsolved even by single quantum local field methods. 
The multiple quantum methods demonstrated should allow 
spectroscopy at the resolution of single transitions for 
larger molecules than is otherwise possible. 

The rationale for removing the effect of the homo
nuclear dipolar couplings from the spectra still remains 
though, even when high order multiple quantum coher-

ence is observed. This removal reduces the number of 
unknowns and in many cases will improve the magnetic 
isolation that makes high resolution possible. The usual 
approach is to irradiate only the abundant nuclei with a 
multiple pulse line narrowing sequence. A new ap
proach (SHRIMP) was introduced here which entails 
irradiation of both species. This eliminates the un
desirable scaling down of the heteronuclear couplings 
which are to be measured. 

Another desirable feature of any experiment designed 
for large molecules is that it generates spectra whose 
relative intensities can be readily simulated. In gener
aI, this becomes difficult in multiple quantum experi
ments, because of the complex dynamics of the excita
tion periods. The elimination of this problem by the 
separation of homonuclear and heteronuclear excitation 
was demonstrated for the high order spectra of [1 _ 13C) 
benzene. For the nI = 5 spectrum this calculation de
pended on the high molecular symmetry. Both the 
SHRIMP method and total spin coherence transfer echo 
spectroscopy (TSCTES) discussed elsewhere35 •43 lead to 
relative line intensities independent of the excitation 
periods for any symmetry. TSCTES also should find ap
plication in heteronuclear systems. 

In all the experiments discussed the final detection of 
magnetization is at the abundant spin frequency, since 
this typically gives greater sensitivity. Optimization of 
sensitivity will frequently require selective excitation 
of high order coherence44 exactly as in purely homonu
clear experiments. The methods demonstrated in 
Sec. VI allow the spectra to be labeled with the reso
nance frequency of the low sensitivity heteronuclear 
spin, although it is never directly observed. 
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